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Abstract
A bipartite tournament is a directed graph T := (A ∪ B,E) such that every pair of vertices
(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B are connected by an arc, and no arc connects two vertices of A or two
vertices of B. A feedback vertex set is a set S of vertices in T such that T − S is acyclic. In
this article we consider the Feedback Vertex Set problem in bipartite tournaments. Here
the input is a bipartite tournament T on n vertices together with an integer k, and the task is
to determine whether T has a feedback vertex set of size at most k. We give a new algorithm
for Feedback Vertex Set in Bipartite Tournaments. The running time of our algorithm
is upper-bounded by O(1.6181k + nO(1)), improving over the previously best known algorithm
with running time 2kkO(1) + nO(1) [Hsiao, ISAAC 2011]. As a by-product, we also obtain the
fastest currently known exact exponential-time algorithm for the problem, with running time
O(1.3820n).
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1 Introduction
A feedback vertex set in a graph G is a vertex set whose removal makes the graph acyclic.
The Feedback Vertex Set problem is a well-studied graph problem where input is a
graph G (directed or undirected) and the task is to find a smallest possible feedback vertex
set. Finding such an optimal feedback vertex set turns out to be NP-complete [21], indeed
the problem is one of the very first to be shown NP-complete in the influential paper of
Karp [25]. Since, polynomial time algorithms are highly unlikely, Feedback Vertex Set on
general directed and undirected graphs has been extensively studied from the perspective of
approximation algorithms [2, 14], parameterized algorithms [6, 9, 26], exact exponential-time
algorithms [28, 34] as well as graph theory [13, 29].
This paper belongs to a long line of work studying the complexity of Feedback Vertex
Set on restricted classes of graphs. On one hand Feedback Vertex Set remains NP-
complete on tournaments and bipartite tournaments [5], planar undirected graphs [21], planar
directed graphs with in-degree and out-degree at most 3 [21] as well as directed graphs with
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in-degree and out-degree at most 2 [21]. On the other hand the problem is polynomial time
solvable on undirected graphs of maximum degree 3 [32], chordal graphs [15] and weakly
chordal graphs [19], indeed on any class of graphs with polynomially many potential maximal
cliques [19]. Being a problem of fundamental importance, Feedback Vertex Set has been
approached algorithmically even on the classes of graphs where it remains NP-complete. For
example the problem admits (efficient) polynomial time approximation schemes [8, 11, 17],
sub-exponential time parameterized algorithms [10] and linear kernels [18] on classes of
graphs excluding a fixed graph H as a minor. In this paper we study the problem on bipartite
tournaments.
A tournament is a subclass of directed graphs where every pair of vertices are connected
by an arc. A bipartite tournament is a directed graph where the vertices are partitioned into
two sets A and B, there is an arc connecting every vertex in A with every vertex in B, and
there are no edges between vertices of A and vertices of B. Tournaments arise naturally from
round-robin competitions whereas bipartite tournaments model a two-team competition in
which every player in one team plays against every player of the other team. Here arcs are
drawn from the winning to the losing player, and often one seeks to rank the players from
“best” to “worst” such that players that appear higher in the ranking beat all lower ranked
players they played against. Such an absolute ranking possible only if there are no cycles in
the tournament. The size of the smallest feedback vertex set then becomes a measure of how
far the tournament is from admitting a consistent ranking. For this reason the structure of
cycles and feedback vertex sets in (bipartite) tournaments has been studied both from the
perspective of graph theory [3, 7, 20] and algorithms.
For bipartite tournaments, finding a feedback vertex set reduces to hitting all cycles of
length 4. For this reason the Feedback Vertex Set problem is more computationally
tractable on bipartite tournaments than on general directed graphs. Specifically the best
known approximation algorithm for Feedback Vertex Set on directed graphs has an
approximation factor of O(logn · log logn) [14], and the problem does not admit a constant
factor approximation assuming the Unique Games Conjecture [22]. On bipartite tournaments
it is easy to obtain a 4-approximation (see Lemma 2). Further, an improved approximation
algorithm with ratio 2 was obtained by Zuylen. [33].
Similarly, it was open for a long time whether Feedback Vertex Set on general
directed graphs admits an FPT algorithm, that is an algorithm that determines whether
there exists a solution of size at most k in time f(k)nO(1). In 2008, Chen et al. [6] gave
an algorithm with running time O(4kkO(1)k!nm), and it is an outstanding open problem
whether there exists an algorithm with running time 2O(k)nO(1). For bipartite tournaments,
the realization that it is necessary and sufficient to hit all cycles of length 4 yields a simple
4knO(1) time parameterized algorithm: recursively branch on vertices of a cycle of length
4. Truß [31] gave an improved algorithm with running time 3.12knO(1), Sasatte [30] further
improved the running time to 3knO(1), while Hsiao [24] gave an algorithm with running
time 2knO(1). Prior to this work, this was the fastest known parameterized algorithm for
Feedback Vertex Set on bipartite tournaments. Our main result is an algorithm with
running time O(1.6181k + nO(1)). Using the recent black-box reduction from parameterized
to exact exponential time algorithms of Fomin et al. [16] we also obtain an exponential-time
algorithm running in O(1.3820n) time.
Methods. Our algorithm is based on the recent parameterized algorithm with running time
O(1.6181k + nO(1)) by the authors [27] for Feedback Vertex Set in tournaments. The
main idea of this algorithm is that tournaments are very rigid. Given as input a tournament
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T , by obtaining a large set M of vertices that is disjoint from the feedback vertex set H
sought for, we can get a rough sketch of the rigid structure of T −H. This structure is then
very useful for recovering the solution H. Indeed, the only way that vertices that are “far
apart” in the approximate sketch of the structure of T −H can interact with each other
is by being “in conflict”. Out of two vertices that are in conflict, one of them has to be
deleted. Thus, dealing with conflicts can be done in a similar fashion as with edges in the
Vertex Cover problem. For any vertex v appearing in at least two conflicts, branch into
two sub-problems. In the first sub-problem v is deleted, in the second all vertices in conflict
with v are deleted. If there are no conflicts it is sufficient to solve the Feedback Vertex
Set problem “locally”. If every vertex appears in at most one conflict a divide and conquer
approach can be taken.
Because bipartite tournaments are also quite “rigid”, we expected that the same approach
would easily give an algorithm for Feedback Vertex Set on bipartite tournaments with
the same running time. Our expectations were both wrong and correct; indeed we do obtain
an algorithm for Feedback Vertex Set on bipartite tournaments with the same template
and the same running time as the algorithm for tournaments [27], yet the adaptation turned
out to be anything but easy. Specifically, in virtually every step of the algorithm, the lack of
a unique topological sort of acyclic bipartite tournaments presented significant challenges.
The fact that these challenges still could be overcome by sub-exponential time cleaning
procedures gives hope that the same template could be applicable in several situations where
one seeks a “small” set of vertices or edges to delete in order to modify the input graph to a
“rigid” structure; such as Cluster Vertex Deletion, Cograph Vertex Deletion and
Feedback Vertex Set in the more general setting when the input graph is a multi-partite
tournament [23].
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we set up definitions and notation, and state a
few useful preliminary results. The standard graph notation and parameterized complexity
terminology is set up in the appendix. In Section 3 we define and prove some properties of
M -sequence. In Section 4 we define and give an algorithm for Constrained Feedback Vertex
Set problem.
2 Preliminaries
Preliminary Results. If a bipartite tournament is acyclic then it does not contain any
squares. It is a well-known and basic fact that the converse is also true, see e.g. [12].
I Lemma 1 ([12]). A bipartite tournament is acyclic if and only if it contains no squares.
Lemma 1 immediately gives rise to a folklore greedy 4-approximation algorithm for BTFVS:
as long as T contains a square, delete all the vertices in this square.
I Lemma 2 (folklore). There is a polynomial time algorithm that given as input a bipartite
tournament T and integer k, either correctly concludes that T has no feedback vertex set of
size at most k or outputs a feedback vertex set of size at most 4k.
In fact, BTFVS has a polynomial time factor 3.5-approximation, due to Cai et al. [4]. However,
the simpler algorithm from Lemma 2 is already suitable to our needs. The preliminary phase
of our algorithm for BTFVS is the kernel of Dom et al. [12]. We will need some additional
properties of this kernel that we state here. Essentially, Lemma 3 allows us to focus on the
case when the number of vertices in the input bipartite tournament is O(k3).
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I Lemma 3 ([12]). There is a polynomial time algorithm that given as input a bipartite
tournament T and integer k, runs in polynomial time and outputs a bipartite tournament T ′
and integer k′ such that |V (T ′)| ≤ |V (T )|, |V (T ′)| = O(k3), k′ ≤ k, and T ′ has a feedback
vertex set of size at most k′ if and only if T has a feedback vertex set of size at most k.
For any sequence σ, let |σ| denote the length of σ. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , |σ|, let Vi be the i-th
element of σ. Let T be an n-vertex acyclic bipartite tournament. The canonical sequence for
T is the sequence σ of vertex sets that can be obtained from T in O(n2) time as follows: For
each i ≥ 1, let Vi consist of the vertices without incoming edges in T \
⋃i−1
j=1 Vj .
I Lemma 4 ([24]). Let T be an n-node acyclic bipartite tournament. Let σ be the canonical
sequence for T . The following statements hold. (i) V1, V2, . . . , V|σ| form a partition of V (T ).
(ii) For each directed edge (u, v) of T , the vertex set Vi containing u precedes the vertex set
Vj containing v in the sequence (i.e. i < j). (iii) A =
⋃
i≡1 mod 2 Vi and B =
⋃
i≡0 mod 2 Vi
are the partite sets of T .
I Definition 5 (t-wise independent). A family Hn,t,q of functions from [n] to [q] is called a
t-wise independent sample space if, for every t positions 1 < i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n, and every
tuple α ∈ [q]t, we have Pr(f(i1), f(i2), . . . , f(it)) = α = q−t where the function f ∈ Hn,t,q is
chosen uniformly at random.
I Theorem 6 ([1]). There exists a t-wise independent sample space Hn,t,q of size O(nt) and
it can be constructed efficiently in time linear in the output size.
3 M -Sequence
First we extend the notion of the canonical sequence to general bipartite tournaments relative
to a set M of vertices.
I Definition 7 (M -equivalent). Given a directed graph T and a subset M ⊆ V (T ), two
vertices u, v ∈ V (T ) are said to beM -equivalent ifN+(u)∩M = N+(v)∩M andN−(u)∩M =
N−(v) ∩M .
I Definition 8 ((M,X)-equivalent). Let T be a bipartite tournament and a subsetM ⊆ V (T )
such that T [M ] is acyclic. Let (X1, X2, . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. For any set
Xi in the canonical sequence of T [M ] and any vertex v ∈ V (T ), v is called (M,Xi)-equivalent
if v is M -equivalent to a vertex in Xi.
I Definition 9 ((M,X)-conflicting). Let T be a bipartite tournament and a subsetM ⊆ V (T )
such that T [M ] is acyclic. Let (X1, X2, . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. For any set
Xi in (X1, X2, . . . ) and for any vertex v ∈ V (T ), v is called (M,Xi)-conflicting if
N+(v) ∩Xi 6= ∅ and N−(v) ∩Xi 6= ∅,
for every j < i, N+(v) ∩Xj = ∅ and for every j > i, N−(v) ∩Xj = ∅.
I Definition 10 (M -consistent). Let T be a directed graph and M ⊆ V (T ). T is called
M -consistent if for every vertex v ∈ V (T ) T [M ∪ {v}] is acyclic.
As a direct consequence of the above definitions, we have the following lemma.
I Lemma 11. Let T be an M -consistent bipartite tournament for some subset M ⊆ V (T ).
Let (X1, X2, . . . , Xi, Xi+1, . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. Let v ∈ V (T ) be a (M,Xi)-
conflicting vertex. Then, the canonical sequence of T [M∪{v}] is (X1, X2, . . . , X ′i, {v}, X ′′i , Xi+1, . . . )
where X ′i ∪X ′′i = Xi such that X ′i, X ′′i 6= ∅.
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I Definition 12 (M -universal). Let T be a bipartite tournament and a subset M ⊆ V (T )
such that T [M ] is acyclic. Let (X1, X2, . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. A vertex
v ∈ V (T ) is called M -universal if the following holds: (i) v is not (M,Xi)-equivalent for any
Xi, (ii) T [M ∪ {v}] is acyclic. (iii) There exists a topological sort of T [M ∪ {v}] such that v
is either the first vertex (called M−-universal) or is the last vertex (called M+-universal) in
the ordering.
I Lemma 13. Let T be an M-consistent bipartite tournament and let (X1, X2, . . . ) be the
canonical sequence of T [M ]. Then, for every vertex v ∈ V (T ), there exists a unique index i
such that v satisfies exactly one of the following properties: (i) v is (M,Xi)-equivalent, (ii) v
is (M,Xi)-conflicting, (iii) v is M -universal.
Proof. Since T is M -consistent, T [M ∪ {v}] is acyclic. By definition, v can not satisfy
more than one property. If v is M -universal, then, v is neither (M,Xi)-equivalent nor
(M,Xi)-conflicting for any set Xi.
If v is (M,Xi)-equivalent to some set Xi, then by definition, v is not M -universal. In
addition, for any set Xj , v is not (M,Xj)-conflicting as no vertex in Xi is (M,Xj)-conflicting.
Suppose that v is neither (M,Xi)-equivalent for any Xi nor M -universal. We show that
v is (M,Xi)-conflicting the first set Xi that contains an out-neighbor ui of v. Suppose
that there is an index j > i such that Xj contains an in-neighbor uj of v. Since j − i ≥ 2,
there is an index i < l < j such that Xl lies in the partite set of T different from Xi ∪Xj .
This gives us a cycle vuiulujv where ul ∈ Xl contradicting that T [M ∪ {v}] is acyclic. If
every vertex in Xi is an out-neighbor of v, then by definition of the canonical sequence, v is
(M,Xi−1)-equivalent contradicting the above assumption. Hence, Xi contains an in-neighbor
of v, thereby proving that v is (M,Xi)-conflicting. J
IDefinition 14 (M -sequence). Let T be anM -consistent bipartite tournament and (X ′1, X ′2, . . . )
be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. An M -sequence (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . , Xl, Yl) of T is a
sequence of subsets V (T ) such that for every index i, Xi is the set of all vertices in V (T )
that are (M,X ′i)-equivalent and Yi is the set of vertices that are (M,X ′i)-conflicting. In
addition, Y1 contains every M−-universal vertex and Yl contains every M+-universal vertex.
For every i, the set Xi ∪ Yi is called a block, Xi is called the M -sub-block and Yi is called
the M¯ -sub-block.
I Lemma 15. If T is anM -consistent bipartite tournament, then T has a uniqueM -sequence.
Proof. The existence and the uniqueness of M -sequence follows from Lemma 13 and the
uniqueness of the canonical sequence of T [M ]. J
As a consequence of Lemma 4 and Lemma 13, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 16. Let T := (A,B,E) be an M -consistent bipartite tournament and (X ′1, X ′2, . . . )
be the canonical sequence of T [M ]. Let (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . ) be the M-sequence of T . The
following statements hold: (i) X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . form a partition of V (T ), (ii) for each i,
X ′i ⊆ Xi, (iii) for each i, Yi ∩M = ∅, (iv) for every odd i, Xi ⊆ A, Yi ⊆ B and for every
even i, Xi ⊆ B, Yi ⊆ A.
I Definition 17 (Refinement). A partition (V1, V2, . . . ) of U is said to be a refinement of
another partition (V ′1 , V ′2 , . . . ) if for every set Vi and V ′j , either Vi ⊆ V ′j or Vi ∩ V ′j = ∅.
I Lemma 18. Let T be an acyclic bipartite tournament. Then, for any subset M ⊆ V (T ),
the canonical sequence of T is a refinement of the M -sequence of T .
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Proof. Let (X ′1, X ′2, . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T [M ] and let (X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl) be
the M -sequence of T . Let (V1, V2 . . . ) be the canonical sequence of T . Since each set Vi are
twins in T , if any vertex in Vi belongs to Xj , then every vertex in Vi belongs to Xj . If any
vertex in Vi is (M,X ′j)-conflicting, then every vertex in Vi is (M,X ′j)-conflicting. Hence,
Vi ⊆ Yj . If any vertex in Vi is M -universal, then every vertex in Vi is M -universal. Hence,
Vi ⊆ Y1 or Vi ⊆ Yl. The family of sets Vi that contain an M−-universal vertex lie in Y1 and
the family of sets Vi that contain an M+-universal vertex lie in Yl. J
I Lemma 19. Let T and T ∪ {v} be two M-consistent bipartite tournaments and let
(X1, Y1, . . . ) be the M -sequence of T . Then, there exists an index i, such that the M -sequence
of T ∪ {v}, is either (X1, Y1, . . . , Xi ∪ {v}, . . . ) or (X1, Y1, . . . , Yi ∪ {v}, . . . ).
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 13. J
I Lemma 20. Let T be a bipartite tournament and H be a feedback vertex set of T .
Let M ⊆ T − H and P ⊆ H. Let (X1, Y2, . . . , Xl, Yl) be the M-sequence of T − H and
(X ′1, Y ′1 , . . . , X ′l , Y ′l ) be the M-sequence of T − P . Then, for each index i, Xi ⊆ X ′i and
Yi ⊆ Y ′i .
4 Constrained Feedback Vertex Set in Bipartite Tournaments
Given a tournament T and an integer k, in the first phase of the algorithm for feedback
vertex set in tournaments of Kumar and Lokshtanov in [27], a family of sub-exponential size
of vertex set pairs (M,P ) was obtained such that the sought solution H is disjoint from M
and contains P . The uniqueness of the topological sort of an acyclic tournament implied
that any edge going from right to left (referred as back edge) over an M -vertex becomes
a conflict edge and must be hit by H. The lack of a unique topological sort of an acyclic
bipartite tournament breaks down this step as there may be a topological sort of the bipartite
tournament such that a back edge is not a conflict edge. We notice that maintaining an
addition subset of back edges F that must be hit by H helps in circumventing this issue.
With this strategy in mind, we define the Constrained Feedback Vertex Set problem.
I Definition 21 (Constrained Feedback Vertex Set(CFVS)). Let T be a bipartite tournament
with vertex subsets M,P ⊆ V (T ), edge set F ⊆ E(T ). A feedback vertex set H of T is
called (M,P, F )-constrained if M ∩H = ∅, P ⊆ H and H is a vertex cover for F .
Constrained Feedback Vertex Set (CFVS)
Input: A bipartite tournament, vertex sets M,P ⊆ V (T ), edge set F ⊆ E(T ) and positive
integer k.
Parameter: k
Task: determine whether T has an (M,P, F )-constrained CFVS H of size at most k.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that the size of the bipartite tournament is at most
O(k3) as a bi-product of the kernelization algorithm (Lemma 3). Given a topological sort pi
of an acyclic bipartite tournament T = (A,B,E), we denote piA to be the permutation of A
when pi is restricted to A. Similarly, piB denotes the permutation of B when pi is restricted
to B. Next, we define a property of a feedback vertex set of a bipartite tournament and
while solving for BTFVS, we will look for solutions H that have this property.
I Definition 22 (M -homogeneous). Let T be a bipartite tournament and k be a positive
integer. Let M ⊆ V (T ) be a vertex subset such that T [M ] is acyclic. A feedback vertex
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set H of size at most k of T is called M -homogeneous if there exists a topological sort pi of
T −H such that every subset of 10 log3 k consecutive vertices in piA−H or piB−H contains a
vertex of M .
The algorithm for CFVS is primarily based on branching and often, given a CFVS instance,
a family of CFVS instances with addition properties will be constructed. We abstract it out
in the following definition.
I Definition 23 (γ-reduction). A γ-reduction is an algorithm that given a CFVS instance
(T,M,P, F, k) outputs in time γ a family C := {(T,M,P1, F1, k), (T,M,P1, F1, k), . . . } of
size γ of CFVS instances such that
Forward direction if (T,M,P, F, k) has an M -homogeneous (M,P, F )-solution, then there
exists an instance (T,M,Pi, Fi, k) ∈ C that has an M -homogeneous (M,Pi, Fi) solution.
Backward direction if there exists an instance (T,M,Pi, Fi, k) ∈ C that has an (M,Pi, Fi)-
CFVS solution, then (T,M,P, F, k) has an (M,P, F )-solution.
Now, we construct a family of setsM such that if (T, k) has a solution H of size at most k,
then there is a set M ∈M such that H is M -homogeneous, and hence we can restrict our
attention to looking for feedback vertex sets which are M -homogeneous for some subset M .
I Lemma 24. There exists an algorithm that given a bipartite tournament T and a positive
integer k outputs in time γ, a familyM of size γ of subsets of V (T ) for γ = 2O( klog k ) such
that for every feedback vertex set H of size at most k of T , there exists M ∈M such that H
is M -homogeneous.
Proof. Using T and k, we construct M. Let n = |V (T )|, t = 10 log3 k, q = log2 k. As the
first step, the algorithm uses Theorem 6 to construct a family of functions Hn,t,q from [n] to
[q]. Next, the algorithm computes a family Z of t-wise independent subsets of V (T ): For
each f ∈ Hn,t,q, let Zf := {vi ∈ V (T ) | f(i) = 1}. Add Z to Z. In the next step, for every
subset Z ∈ Z, compute the family of subsetsMZ := {M := Z \ Hˆ | Hˆ ⊆ Z, |Hˆ| ≤ 2klog2 k}.
Finally, outputM := ⋃Z∈ZMZ .
To argue about the correctness of the algorithm, first, we check that the size of M
computed by the above algorithm is consistent with the claim in the lemma. Clearly,
|M| ≤ |Hn,t,q| × |MZ | = O(nt)O((k3)
2k
log2 k ) = 2O(
k
log k ). We need to show that for every
feedback vertex set H of size k and for every topological sort pi of T − H, there exists
a function f ∈ Hn,t,q and a set Hˆ ⊆ V (T ) such that M := Z \ Hˆ satisfies the required
properties. Fix a feedback vertex H of size k and a topological sort pi of T −H. First, we
prove the following claim:
I Claim 25. If we pick f from Hn,t,q uniformly at random, then with non-zero probability,
the following two events happen: (i) for every set of 10 log3 k consecutive vertices in piA−H
or piB−H , there is a vertex in Zf , (ii) |Zf ∩H| ≤ 2klog2 k .
Proof. By t-wise independence of Hn,t,q, the probability that no vertex is picked from t
consecutive vertices in piA−H or piB−H is at most (1− 1q )t. Let A1 be the event that at least
one set of t-consecutive vertices either in piA−H or in piB−H does not contain any vertex from
Z. Since there at most n sets of t-consecutive vertices, by union bound, the probability that
event A1 happens is at most n× (1− 1q )t ≤ Ck4 × (1− 1log2 k )10 log
3 k = Ck4 × 1k10 ≤ 1k5 . Let
A2 be the event that at least 2klog2 k vertices of H are in Z. The expected number of vertices
of H that belong to Z is k × 1q = klog2 k . Therefore, by Markov’s inequality, the probability
that the event A2 occurs is at most 12 . By union bound the probability that at least one of
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the events A1 or A2 happen is at most 1k5 + 12 . Hence, the probability that none of A1 and
A2 is at least 1− ( 1k5 + 12 ) > 0, thereby implying the claim. J
Hence, the set of functions satisfying the properties in the above claim is non-empty. Let f
be such a function. Since,MZ is the collection of sets Z \ Hˆ such that |Hˆ| ≤ 2klog2 k , there
exists a choice Hˆ such that Hˆ = Z ∩H. Hence, M := Z \ Hˆ satisfies the required properties.
For the runtime of the algorithm, Hn,t,q can be constructed in O(nt) time. For each
function f ∈ Hn,t,q, the set Z can be obtained in O(n) time. For each Z,MZ can be obtained
in O(k
2k
log2 k ) time. Hence, the runtime of the algorithm is O(nt) ·n ·O(k 2klog2 k ) = 2O( klog k ). J
I Lemma 26. There exists an algorithm that given a BTFVS instance (T, k) outputs in
time γ, a family C := {(T,M1, P1, ∅, k), (T,M2, P2, ∅, k), . . . } of size γ of CFVS instances for
γ = 2O(
k
log k ) such that (a) if (T, k) has a solution H of size at most k, then C has a CFVS
instance (T,M,P, ∅, k) that has an M -homogeneous solution of size at most k and (b) if C
has a (M,P, ∅)-constrained solution, then (T, k) has a feedback vertex set of size at most k.
I Definition 27 (boundary, vicinity). Let T be an acyclic bipartite tournament. Let M be
any subset of vertices and pi be a topological sort of T . Let (X1, Y1, . . . ) be the M -sequence
of T . For any block Xi ∪ Yi, the set of vertices in Xi before the first M -vertex is called the
left boundary of the block and the set of vertices in Xi after the last M -vertex is called the
right boundary of the block. The vicinity of the block Xi ∪ Yi is the union of the boundaries
of Xi ∪ Yi, the right boundary of Xi−1 ∪ Yi−1, Yi and the left boundary of Xi+1 ∪ Yi+1.
I Lemma 28. Let H be an M-homogeneous solution for a bipartite tournament T . Then,
in the M-sequence (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . ) of T −H, for each i, |Xi||Xi∩M | ≤ 20 log
3 k and |Yi| ≤
10 log3 k. Further, there exists a topological sort of T −H such that the size of each boundary
of any block is at most 10 log3 k and the size of the vicinity of any block is at most 30 log3 k.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately after observing that the canonical sequence of T −H
is a refinement of M -sequence of T −H and any topological sort of T −H preserves the
canonical sequence of T −H. J
I Definition 29 (Back edge). Let T be an M -consistent bipartite tournament for some
M ⊆ V (T ) and (X1, Y1, X2, Y2 . . . ) be the M -sequence of T . An edge uiuj ∈ E(T ) is called
a back edge if ui ∈ Xi ∪ Yi, uj ∈ Xj ∪ Yj and i − j ≥ 1. Furthermore, uiuj is called short
back edge if i− j = 1 and it is called long back edge if i− j ≥ 2.
I Lemma 30. Any feedback vertex set disjoint from M must contain at least one end point
of a long back edge.
As we know that in the M -sequence of T −H, there may be back edges. Since T −H is
acyclic, these edges do not participate in any cycle. We call them simple back edges. But, in
the M -sequence of T − P , we may have back edges that form a cycle with two vertices of M
and hence at least one end-point of these edges must belong to H. We call them conflict
back edges. Hence, every back edge that is not a simple back edge is a conflict back edge.
By Lemma 30, every long back edge is a conflict back edge. The M -homogeneity of H and
Lemma 28 implies the following lemma.
I Lemma 31. Let H be an M -homogeneous solution for T . Then, there exists a permutation
of T −H such that the number of simple back edges between any consecutive blocks in the
M -sequence of T −H is at most 200 log6 k.
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Hence, if in the M -sequence of T − P , there are more than 200 log6 k back edges between
any consecutive pair of blocks, then we can branch on the choices of conflict back edges to
be hit by H. The next definition and lemma captures this intuition.
I Definition 32 (weakly-coupled). An instance (T,M,P, F, k) of CFVS is said to be weakly-
coupled if in the M -sequence of T − P , F is a subset of conflict back edges containing all
long back edges such that the matching in back edges between any pair of consecutive blocks
in T − P − F is at most 201 log8 k .
Since we can find a matching in bipartite graphs in polynomial time, it can be checked in
polynomial time whether a given CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k) is weakly-coupled or not.
I Lemma 33. There exists a γ-reduction from a CFVS instance (T,M,P, ∅, k) to a family
C2 = {(T,M,P, F1, k), (T,M,P, F2, k) . . . } for γ = 2O( klog k ) such that every instance in C2 is
weakly-coupled.
I Definition 34 (matched). An instance (T,M,P, F, k) of CFVS is said to be matched if
F ∩ E(T − P ) forms a matching.
Note that it can be checked in polynomial time whether a given CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k)
is matched or not.
I Lemma 35. There exists a γ-reduction from a weakly-coupled CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k)
to C3 := {(T,M,P1, F, k), (T,M,P2, F, k), . . . } for γ ≤ 1.6181k such that C3 is weakly-coupled
and matched. In addition, for each |Pi| = s ≤ k, C3 has at most 1.618s CFVS instances.
I Definition 36 (LowBlockDegree). An instance (T,M,P, F, k) of CFVS is said to be
LowBlockDegree if in the M -sequence (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . ) of T − P , long(T,M,P ) ⊆ F and
for every set Xi ∪ Yi, at most 201 log10 k edges of F \ E(T − P ) are incident on Xi ∪ Yi.
Note that it can be checked in polynomial time whether a given CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k)
is LowBlockDegree or not.
I Definition 37 (X-preferred vertex cover). Given a bipartite graph G a set of vertices
X ⊆ V (T ) and a set of edges Q ⊆ E(G) such that Q is a matching in G, a minimum vertex
cover C of Q is called X-vertex cover of Q if for every edge e ∈ Q such that e has exactly
one endpoint in X, C contains the endpoint of e in V (G) \X.
Let T := (A,B,E) be a bipartite tournament and let X ⊆ A. Let pi := (v1, v2, . . . , vl) be a
permutation of X. A vertex v ∈ B is called inconsistent with pi, if there is no index i such
that every vertex in {v1, v2, . . . , vi} is an in-neighbor of v and every vertex in {vi+1, vi+2,...,vl}
is an out-neighbor of v. Given a CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k), a block in the M -sequence
of T − P is said to have large conflict edge matching if the block is incident with at least
201 log10 k edges in F1 := F ∩ E(T − P ).
I Lemma 38. There exists a γ-reduction from a weakly-coupled and matched CFVS instance
(T,M,P, F, k) to C4 := {(T,M,P1, F, k), (T,M,P2, F, k), . . . } for γ = 2O( klog k ) such that
every instance in C4 is weakly-coupled, matched and LowBlockDegree.
Proof. UsingM,P, F , we construct C4. Start with theM -sequence of T −P . Let n = |V (T )|,
t = 2k201 log10 k , P
′ := P and F ′ := F ∩ E(T − P ). Branch on every family B of blocks such
that |B| ≤ t. Branch on every subset M ′ of size at most t · 30 log3 k. Let X be the union
of M -sub-blocks and Y be the union of M¯ -sub-blocks in B. Add every vertex in Y \M ′
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to P ′. Add every back edge neighbor of M ′ to P ′. Branch on every permutation pi of M ′.
Add every vertex of X \M ′ not consistent with the permutation pi to P ′. Let E′ be the set
of back edges incident on X \M ′. Let G := (V (T ), E′). Note that G is a bipartite graph.
Branch on every minimum vertex cover of G by adding it to P ′. Add a
⋃B-preferred cover
of conflict edges in F ′ incident on (X ∪ Y ) \ P ′ to P ′. Finally, we add a CFVS instance
(T,M,P ′, F, k) to C4 if (T,M,P ′, F, k) is LowBlockDegree.
Correctness: First we show that |C4| ≤ γ. |C4| is bounded by the product of the number
of family of blocks B, the number of sets M ′, the number of permutations of M ′ and the
number of minimum vertex cover of G. The number of family of blocks B is bounded by nt
as the number of blocks can be at most n. Similarly, the number of subsets M ′ is bounded by
nt·30 log
3 k. The number of permutations is bounded by (t · 30 log3 k)!. Since, (T,M,P, F, k) is
weakly-coupled, the matching on back edges incident on any block is at most 201 log8 k. Hence,
the size of a maximum matching in G is at most t · 201 log8 k. Hence, the number of minimal
vertex cover of G is at most 2t·201 log8 k. Since, n = |V (T )| = O(k3), after little arithmetic
manipulation, we have that |C4| ≤ nt × nt·30 log3 k × (t · 30 log3 k)!× 2t·201 log8 k = 2O( klog k ).
By the definition of the family C4 and of γ-reduction, the backward direction is immediate.
For the forward direction, let (T,M,P, F, k) be a weakly-coupled and matched CFVS instance
and let H be an M -homogeneous solution of (T,M,P, F, k). It is sufficient to show that C4
has an instance (T,M,P ′, F, k) such that P ′ ⊆ H.
Consider theM -sequence of T−P . Fix a permutation σ of T−H. Consider a permutation
σ′ of vertices in T − P whose restriction to T −H is σ. Let B be the family of blocks with
very large matching in the set of conflict edges F ′. Since |H| ≤ k, the size of B is less than
t = 2k201 log10 k . Since the size of vicinity of any block is at most 30 log
3 k, at most t · 30 log3 k
vertices form the vicinity M ′ of blocks in B. Let X be the union of M -sub-blocks and Y
be the union of M¯ -sub-blocks in B. Then, vertices in Y \M ′ belong to H. Since, M ′ is the
vicinity of the blocks, every back edge incident on M ′ is a conflict edge. Hence, the back
edge neighbor of M ′ belongs to H. For the same reason, the set of back edges E′ incident
on X \M ′ are conflict edges and H contains a minimum cover of E′. As M ′ ∩H = ∅, any
vertex inconsistent with σM ′ also belongs to H. Now, every block in B is incident with
conflict edges belong to F only which are disjoint, we can greedily include a vertex cover
of these edges by preferring to pick the conflict edge neighbor of
⋃B into H. This implies
that every block in B after removing P ′ is not incident with any conflict edge and hence
(T,M,P ′, F, k) is LowBlockDegree. Since P ′ includes all possibilities of the above choices,
there is an instance (T,M,P ′, F, k) in C4 that satisfies the required properties. J
I Definition 39 (Regular). An instance (T,M,P, F, k) of CFVS is said to be regular if in the
M -sequence (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . ) of T − P , for every set Xi of size at least 10 log5 k, there
are at least |Xi|10 log5 k vertices in M and |Yi| ≤ 10 log5 k.
Note that it can be checked in polynomial time whether a given CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k)
is regular or not. Let L be a function such that given a CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k) outputs
the family of sets of vertices which is the union of all sets Xi and Yj in the M -sequence of
T − P such that |Xi|mi ≥ 10 log
5 k where mi = |Xi ∩M | and |Yj | ≥ 10 log5 k.
I Lemma 40. There exists a γ-reduction from a CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k) to a family
C1 := {(T,M,P1, F, k), (T,M,P2, F, k), . . . } of CFVS instances for γ = 2O( klog k ) such that
every instance in C1 is regular.
As noted before BTFVS instance (T, k) is equivalent to CFVS instance (T, ∅, ∅, ∅, k), we
combine the results in the above Lemmas (abusing the notation slightly).
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I Lemma 41. There is a γ-reduction from a BTFVS instance (T, k) to a CFVS family
C′ for γ ≤ 1.6181k such that every instance in C′ is regular, weakly-coupled, matched and
LowBlockDegree. In addition, for each |P2| = s ≤ k, C′ has at most 1.618s CFVS instances.
We redefine the d-Feedback Vertex Cover defined in [27] with a slight modification.
Let d, f and t be positive integers. Consider a class of mixed graphs G(d, f, t) in which
each member is a mixed multigraph T with the vertex set V (T ) partitioned into vertex sets
V1, V2, . . . , Vt and an undirected edge set E(T ) ⊆
⋃
i<j Vi × Vj such that for each i ∈ [t],
(a) T [Vi] is a bipartite tournament, (b) the size of the feedback vertex set Hi for T [Vi] is at
least f and at most 4f , and (c) degE(Vi) ≤ d.
Given a mixed multigraph T ∈ G(d, f, t), a positive integer k, determine whether there
exists a set H ⊆ V (T ) such that |H| ≤ k and T −H contains no undirected edges and is
acyclic. If E(T ) is disjoint, we call the problem as Disjoint Feedback Vertex Cover.
I Lemma 42. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that given a CFVS instance
(T,M,P2, F, k) that is regular, weakly-coupled, matched and LowBlockDegree outputs a parti-
tion (V1, V2, . . . , Vt) of V (T ) \ P such that t ≤ k201 log12 k and for each i ∈ [t] Vi is a union of
consecutive blocks in the M -sequence of T − P2 and at least one of these hold
the size of feedback vertex set of T [Vi] is at least f = 201 log12 k and at most 804 log12 k,
at least 200 log12 k and at most 201 log12 k edges in F ∩ E(T − P2) are incident on Vi.
Proof. Let (X1, Y1 . . . ) be the M -sequence of T − P2. Consider the sequence of blocks
(Z1, Z2 . . . ) such that for each i, Zi := Xi ∪ Yi. Obtain the sequence i1 = 1 < i2 < . . . of
indices such that Vj :=
⋃ij+1−1
i=ij Zi as follows: for each j, keep including Zi for i ≥ ij into Vj
and stop the moment at least one of the above conditions hold. To check the size of feedback
vertex set in T [Vj ] use the approximation algorithm in Lemma 2 i.e. check if Lemma 2
outputs a feedback vertex set for T [Vj ] of size less than 4f .
Since by regularity, the feedback vertex set of any block is at most 10 log5 k and since the
CFVS instance is weakly-coupled, the size of a maximum matching on back edges between
any consecutive blocks is at most 201 log8 k. Since the CFVS instance is matched and
LowBlockDegree, the size of maximum matching in conflict edges is at most 201 log10 k.
Hence, including any block into a set Vi increases the size of the feedback vertex set of T [Vi]
by at most 10 log5 k+ 201 log10 k. At the same time, the degree of Vi can increase by at most
201 log10 k. Hence, the above algorithm outputs the required partition. Note that edges in
F ∩ E(T − P2) form a matching. Hence, t ≤ k201 log12 k . J
I Definition 43 (decoupled). An instance (T,M,P, F, k) of CFVS is said to be decoupled if
there is a partition (V1, V2, . . . , Vt) of V (T ) \ P such that t ≤ k201 log12 k and for each i ∈ [t]
(a) Vi is a union of consecutive blocks in the M -sequence of T − P , (b) the size of feedback
vertex set of T [Vi] is at least f = 201 log12 k and at most 804 log12 k, or at least 200 log12 k
and at most d = 201 log12 k edges in F ∩ E(T − P ) are incident on Vi. (c) F contains short
conflict edges between any pair of sets Vi and Vj .
Note that it can be checked in polynomial time whether a given CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k)
is decoupled or not.
I Lemma 44. There exists a γ-reduction from a regular, weakly-coupled, and matched CFVS
instance (T,M,P2, F, k) to a family C6 for γ = 2O( klog k ) such that every instance in C6 is
regular, weakly-coupled, matched, LowBlockDegree and decoupled.
Proof. Given (T,M,P2, F, k), we construct the family C6. Using the algorithm of Lemma 42,
we construct the partition (V1, V2, . . . , Vt) of V (T ) \P2. For each Vi, let Ei be the set of back
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edges incident on Vi from V (T ) \ (P2 ∪ Vi). Let J :=
⋃
Vi
Ei be the union of such back edges.
Now, we guess the subset B of back edges that are not hit by the required feedback vertex
set. For every subset B ⊆ J of size at most 2 · t · 200 log6 k, let JB = J \B. We require that
the feedback vertex set hits at least one end point of every edge in JB . Let D be the vertex
cover of JB. For every subset C ⊆ D, define PC := C ∪NJB (D \ C). For each PC , we add
the CFVC instance (T,M,P3, F, k) where P3 := P2 ∪PC into C6 if (T,M,P3, F, k) is regular,
weakly-coupled, matched, LowBlockDegree and decoupled.
The backward direction is trivial. For the forward direction, let H be an M -homogeneous
(M,P, F )-CFVS solution. Observe that all the above algorithm does is consider all possibilities
via which H may hit the back edges between T [Vi\P2] and T [Vi\P2] for any i, j. The number
of choices of sets B is at most (k6)2·t·200 log6 k = 2O(
k
log k ). Note that in the M -sequence of
T − P2, the matching on short back edges between any pair of consecutive blocks is at most
201 log10 k. Hence, the vertex cover of these back edges is at most 201 log10 k. Since the
number of sets in the partition (V1, V2, . . . ) is at most kf , the size of the total matching on
short back edges J is at most g = 201 log10 k × kf . Hence, the number of choices for C is at
most 2g = 2O(
k
log k ). Hence, γ = 2O(
k
log k ) × 2O( klog k ) = 2O( klog k ). J
I Lemma 45. There is a polynomial time reduction from a CFVS instance (T,M,P2, F, k)
that is regular, weakly-coupled, matched, LowBlockDegree and decoupled to an instance of
Disjoint Feedback Vertex Cover (T , k′) for k′ = k − |P2|.
Proof. Given (T,M,P2, F, k), construct the DFVS instance with vertex set V (T ) \ (M ∪P2)
and make the edges in F \ E(T − P2) between any two sets Vi and Vj undirected. For
any solution H for (T,M,P2, F, k), H \ P2 is a feedback vertex set of T − P2 that hits
F \ E(T − P2). Hence, H \ P2 is a feedback vertex cover for (T , k′) for k′ = k − |P2|. In
the backward direction, a solution S for (T , k′) hits F \E(T − P2) and is disjoint from M .
Hence, S ∪ P2 is a solution for (T,M,P2, F, k). J
At this point, we can use the following lemma from [27] with the only difference being in the
base case as we have a bipartite tournament instead of a supertournament. We replace the
naive 3k algorithm by 4k algorithm to find a feedback vertex for each of T [Vi]. Note that
bounding the size of feedback vertex set in each of T [Vi] to O(log12 k) and the number of
Vi’s to at most O( klog12 k ) implies that the maximum time spent in solving the base cases is
at most O( klog12 k ) · 2O(log
12 k).
I Lemma 46 ([27]). There exists an algorithm running in 1.5874s · 2O(df log k+d log s) · nO(1)
time which finds an optimal feedback vertex cover in a mixed multigraph T ∈ G(d, f, t) in
which the undirected edge set E(T ) is disjoint and |E(T )| = s.
I Theorem 47. There exists an algorithm for BTFVS running in 1.6181k + nO(1) time.
Proof. Using the algorithm of Lemma 41, construct the family C5 of CFVS instances. For
each instance (T,M,P2, F, k) ∈ C5, using the algorithm of Lemma 44 construct the family C6
of CFVS instances. Then for each CFVS instance (T,M,P, F, k) using Lemma 45, construct
the DFVC instance (T , k − |P |) which is solved using the algorithm of Lemma 46. If for any
instance, the algorithm of Lemma 46 outputs a solution set S of size at most k − |P |, then
we output yes, otherwise output no.
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the correctness of the algorithms in the




1.5874s · 2O(df log k+d log s) · nO(1) ≤ 1.6181k · 2O(d2+d log k) · nO(1). J
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I Proposition 48 ([16]). If there exists a parameterized algorithm for any vertex deletion
problem into a hereditary graph class with running time cknO(1), then there exists an exact-
exponential-time algorithm for the problem with running time (2− 1c )n+o(n)nO(1).
The above proposition immediately implies the following theorem.
I Theorem 49. There exists an algorithm for BTFVS running in 1.3820n time.
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